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FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IN EUROPE - THE EXAMPLE OF GERMANY 

concerning § 4 of the workshop 

Freedom of religion 

Art. 4(1, 2) Basic Law1 
(1)  Freedom of faith, of conscience and freedom to profess a religious or philosophical creed shall be inviolable. 
(2) The undisturbed practice of religion is guaranteed. 

Art. 136 Weimar Constitution of 1919 (incorporated via art. 140 BL) 
(1) Civil and political rights and duties are neither dependent on nor restricted by the exercise of the freedom of religion. 
(2) Enjoyment of civil and political rights and eligibility for public office are independent of religious denomination. 
(3) No one is obliged to disclose his religious convictions... 
(4) No one may be compelled to perform any religious act or ceremony or to participate in religious exercises or to use a religious form of 

oath.  

I. Introduction 
• Like the other EU member states2, Germany is not a Christian state with a Christian value system but only strongly 

influenced by its Christian history. Today only about 60 percent of the citizens belong to the Churches. The fundamental 
values of Germany are those of the free and democratic constitutional state based on the rule of law, namely human dignity 
and human rights, democracy, rule of law and social solidarity and coherence (principle of the social state). These values trace 
back to the philsophy of the Enlightenment and partly had to be forced through against the resistance of the Churches. They 
are laid down in art. 1 and 20 BL but nowadays find their best formulation in the fundamental value clause of art. 2 of the 
Treaty on European Union.3 

• The freedom of religion [= freedom of faith] is one of the classical fundamental rights. It is the answer to the long-standing 
struggle between the Christian denominations. Previously, according to the principle "cuius regio eius religio", the Prince 
determined the denomination of his subjects and religious minorities had no other option than to emigrate. In Europe, reli-
gious tolerance was granted first by Muslims, in fact during the era of the Moorish Muslim rule in Andalusia.  

• Art. 4(1 and 2) BL form one single integrated fundamental right of freedom of religion [= "freedom of faith"]. This right is 
concretized in some aspects by the articles 136 et seq. of the Weimar Constitution of 1919, which have been incorporated into 
the Basic Law by art. 140 BL. Besides, non-religious worldviews are protected by the Weltanschauungsfreiheit [freedom of 
philosophical and ideological creed]. 

• The fundamental right of freedom of religion is complemented by the German constitutional law on state-church-relations 
[Staatskirchenrecht] (art. 140 BL, 137 et seq. Weimar Constitution). It determines the status of the churches and other reli-
gious societies and their relationship to the state. In Germany, the religious societies can enjoy the status of a public corpora-
tion and even levy taxes. The Basic Law does not require a strict separation from the state but shows a general friendly atti-
tude, even encouraging cooperation. However, it does not allow the state to side ideologically with any confession or religion 
or even with religion at all but insists on the religious-philosophical neutrality of the state [religiös-weltanschauliche Neutrali-
tät]. 

• In the free and democratic constitutional state, freedom of religion protects the religious latitude of the individual but does not 
serve religion. There is no right to religious activities or symbolism of the state or to a behaviour of the state that conforms 
with religious rules or beliefs. Although religion may play a role in politics, it cannot justify restrictions on fundamental 
rights. The constitutional order of the state ranks above religion, not religion above the state.  

II. The sphere of protection of the freedom of religion 

1) The personal sphere of protection and religious maturity 
• The freedom of religion is enjoyed by all human beings, all religious communites and all legal persons whose activites 

serve to cultivate a religion. For predominantly commercial organisations such as the American "Church of Scientology" 
the classification is doubtful. 

 
1 Underlined text passages contain links to additional Internet resources. These can be called up directly in the PDF file for this introduction (down-

loadable on my website). 
2 The only exception is Ireland, whose constitution of 1937 is Christian and likewise free and democratic. 
3 Art. 2 EU Treaty reads: " The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and res-

pect for human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities. These values are common to the Member States in a society in which 
pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between women and men prevail." 

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/gg/art_4.html
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/gg/art_140.html
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/englisch_gg.html#p0821
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/englisch_gg.html#p0022
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/englisch_gg.html#p0114
http://www.iuspublicum-thomas-schmitz.uni-goettingen.de/Downloads/Schmitz_EU-Law_diagram2.pdf
http://www.iuspublicum-thomas-schmitz.uni-goettingen.de/Downloads/Schmitz_EU-Law_diagram2.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuius_regio,_eius_religio
https://sites.google.com/site/spainmoorish/essays
https://sites.google.com/site/spainmoorish/essays
https://www.icnl.org/resources/research/ijnl/church-and-state-relationships-in-german-public-benefit-law
https://www.icnl.org/resources/research/ijnl/church-and-state-relationships-in-german-public-benefit-law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientology_in_Germany
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/DE/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12012M/TXT
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• By virtue of their parental right (art. 6(2) BL) combined with their freedom of religion, parents have the right to child 
education in religious and philosophical respects. According to the Law on the Religious Education of Children, this 
right of the parents ends with the completion of the 14th year of life. A 14 years old teenager enjoys religious maturity. 
He (or she) himself is entitled to decide whether and which religion or religious confession he will follow. He may also 
abandon the religion, in which he was raised, regardless of whether this religion "allows" it or not. The religious com-
munity and also the family are legally obliged to respect his decision. If they do not the authorities must intervene in 
order to protect the freedom of religion of the child.  

2) The material sphere of protection 
• There is no clear distinction between freedom of "faith" and of "Weltanschauung" [philosophical creed, worldview]. By 

all means, every metaphysical conviction about the origin and nature of the world and the status and role of the human 
being in it is protected. The faith does not need to correspond to any particular religion (e.g. a world religion, monotheist 
or traditional religion). It may be a distortion of existing religions (so-called "heresy"), contradictory in itself or appear 
immoral. Even novel sects with abstruse doctrines, satanists and churches preaching free sex enjoy the freedom of 
religion.  

• The fundamental right guarantees the freedom to develop, have and express a faith (including the expression by visual 
and acoustic symbols) and to act in accordance with the faith. The latter includes not only the right to sacred acts 
(prayer, worship, processions etc.) but also the right to align one's lifestyle to the rules of faith (for example, eating only 
certain foods or wearing certain clothes). However, this does not entail any right to special considerateness of the fellow 
citiziens or the state for one's religion or its exercise. Likewise, freedom of religion does not grant a right to be spared 
from religious criticism, even harsh, biased or satiric criticism (which is covered by the freedom of opinion) or from 
religiously forbidden behaviour in the public or one's personal environment.  

• The fundamental right also guarantees the negative freedom of religion, i.e. the right not to disclose one's religious 
beliefs (cf. art. 136(2) Weimar Constitution), not to participate in any religious activities (cf. art. 136(4) Weimar Consti-
tution), not to have a faith and not to exercise any religion. This concerns especially agnostics who do not care whether 
God exists or not. Even atheists may invoke the freedom of religion. In their case it is often not clear if the positive or 
negative freedom of religion is concerned since the firm belief that God does not exist (what cannot be proved by evi-
dence) also is a form of "faith".  

III. The limits of the freedom of religion 
 • The limits of the freedom of religion under the Basic Law are contorversial. Art. 4(1, 2) BL, unlike other fundamental rights 

clauses, does not contain a specific limitation clause. That cannot mean, however, that freedom of religion is unlimited. Some 
constitutionalist scholars propose to use art. 140 BL, read together with art. 136(1) Weimar Constitution, as limitation clause. 
The majority of the constitutionalists and the Federal Constitutional Court reject this approach, since the Basic Law has 
removed the freedom of religion from the context of the constitutional law on state-church-relations [Staatskirchenrecht], 
incorporated it into the fundamental rights catalogue at the beginning of the Constitution, guaranteed it without any reser-
vations and, thus, has upgraded it. They refer to the concept of inherent limits of fundamental rights, which applies to all fun-
damental rights without a specific limitation clause. The details of this concept are controversial themselves. However, it has 
largely been accepted that these fundamental rights are considered especially important by the Basic Law and therefore can 
only be restricted in the event of a collision with fundamental rights of other citizens or other constitutional values. Even in 
this case they can only be restricted by or by virtue of a statutory law and only if in the concrete case, thoroughly weighed 
against the conflicting constitutional values, the freedom of religion proves to be subordinate.4 

 • The latter is, however, often the case. For example, the ringing of church bells during the night can be easily banned with 
regard to the health of the neighbours (their right to physical integrity according to art. 2(2) phrase 1 BL). 

IV. Special problems 
• When dealing with special problems, it is crucial to pay close attention to the individual circumstances of the concrete case, 

because they may be decisive. This is often ignored in the emotionally heated discussion. 

1)  A crucifix in the classroom? (→ BVerfGE 93,15) 
• The cross, in particular the variant of the crucifix, which is common in the South of Germany, is not a traditional expres-

sion of occidental culture but a symbol of Christianity. A state-imposed cross in office premises, court rooms or class-
rooms in the public schools violates the religious-philosophical neutrality of the state, if, according to the individual 
circumstances, it gives the impression that the state identifies with the Christian religion. Moreover, it can violate the 
negative religious freedom of atheist students and the positive religious freedom of Muslim students, if it is installed in a 
way that it exerts psychicological compulsion on the pupils (e.g. unavoidably in the field of vision, big and impressive 
behind the teacher). However, the coercive effect must be proven in the individual case. In this case, also the parents' 
right to child education in religious and philosophical respects is violated. 

• There is no justification of the encroachment. The educational mandate of the state, which derives from the state's sove-
reignty over the school system (art. 7(1) BL), does not justify it because it does not release the state from its obligation 
to religious-philosophical neutrality. Moreover, there is no collision with the positive religious freedom of the Christian 

 
4 Those who understand German may find a more thorough discussion of this problem in my practical training case "Crucifix", www.iuspublicum-

thomas-schmitz.uni-goettingen.de/ Downloads/Schmitz_Grundrechtsfall_Kruzifix.pdf, p. 5 ff. 
5 Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts [Decisions of the Federal Constitutional Court], vol. 93, p. 1 ff.; English translation at 

www.utexas.edu/law/academics/centers/transnational/work_new/german/case.php?id=615. See also the dissenting vote of three judges, p. 25 ff. 

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/kerzg/BJNR009390921.html
http://www.iuspublicum-thomas-schmitz.uni-goettingen.de/ChronBVerfG/1995-1.htm#G6-Kruzifix
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv093001.html
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Pfronten_St-Michael_Kruzifix.JPG
http://www.iuspublicum-thomas-schmitz.uni-goettingen.de/Downloads/Schmitz_Grundrechtsfall_Kruzifix.pdf
http://www.iuspublicum-thomas-schmitz.uni-goettingen.de/Downloads/Schmitz_Grundrechtsfall_Kruzifix.pdf
http://www.utexas.edu/law/academics/centers/transnational/work_new/german/case.php?id=615
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school students, which could justify an encroachment, since the freedom of religion does not entitle the believer to 
require the state to mount the symbol of his personal beliefs in its premises and to identify with it.  

• The case is different when the Christian school students themselves place a cross unostentatiously at a place in the class-
room where it becomes clear that this is the students' private expression of their personal belief. In the pluralistic society 
under the Basic Law, however, Muslim students may then hang a symbol of Islam (green flag, an image of the Qur'an 
etc.) and atheist students may hang religion-criticial symbols next to it. There is no privileged position of Christianity 
under the Basic Law. 

2) The ban on headscarves for teachers in the classroom (→ BVerfGE 108, 2826, BVerfGE 138, 2967) 
• As in many European countries, for a long time it has been CONTROVERSIAL whether it is constitutional to prohibit to 

female teachers in public schools to wear headscarves in the classroom, in order to preserve the religious-philosophical 
neutrality of the school. The question is even controversial within the Federal Constitutional Court. In 2003, the Cout 
declared a ban constitutional but demanded an explicit legal basis, since the fundamental rights also apply to public 
servants, including teachers, in their relationship with the state. The dissenting opinion of three Constitutional Court 
judges8, arguing that public servants, when on duty, may invoke the fundamental rights only under restrictions ema-
nating from the fact that under art. 33(4) BL the exercise of public power is in general reserved to public servants 
standing in a special relationship of service and loyalty with the state and that wearing headscarves as officials is 
incompatible with their obligation to religious-philosophical neutrality, could not prevail. In 2015, the Federal Constitu-
tional Court declared a general ban on heardscarves unproportional and therefore unconstitutional. If the behavior of the 
teacher was reasonably traceable to a religious commandment that was regarded as obligatory, a headscarf ban would 
require a sufficiently concrete threat to the peace at school or to the religious-philosophical neutrality of the school. 
According to the dissenting opinion of two Constitutional Court judges9 this ruling does not attach enough weight to the 
constitutional values conflicting with the freedom of religion and disregards the margin of discretion of the legislator. 
The scholars also predominantly criticise the decision.  

• Prohibitions must not only be directed against the headscarves of Muslima but also against those of Christian nuns and 
against crosses (if worn as a symbol of faith). The wearing of political badges has long been prohibited for teachers. 

• The headscarf ban for judges, public prosecutors and legal trainees is justified by the constitutionally required functional 
and personal independence and neutrality of the judges (cf. art. 97(1) BL). 

3) The ban on headscarves for schoolgirls in the classroom 
• The constitutionality of a headscarf ban for schoolgirls in the classroom is also CONTROVERSIAL. Such a ban would be a 

serious encroachment on the right to align one's lifestyle to the rules of one's faith because the school students cannot 
escape from it, given that school attendance is compulsory in Germany. The encroachment cannot be justified with 
regard to the religious-philosophical neutrality of the school, since the student, unlike the teacher, is not part of the 
school as state institution but user. 

• However, in schools or school classes with a high proportion of Muslim students the ban can be justified by the need to 
protect the freedom of religion and free development of school students not willing to wear a headscarf. This is about 
female school students from Muslim families who prefer a western lifestyle, who understand Islam in a more moderate 
way or do not want to follow it. They must not be affected in their free decision at the age where they attain religious 
maturity and must decide themselves about their religious confession and their way of life. However, according to the 
experiences at German schools, they are often put under pressure by Muslim classmates and the headscarf in the 
classroom serves not only to express the own religiousness but also to intimidate dissenters. A law could order that a 
general headscarf ban be imposed in schools or school classes in which this problem occurs. 

• A ban on headscarves for students at universities could not be justified on these grounds: Since these students are adults 
they can be expected to have developed their own personality so that they are strong enough to resist any undue pressure 
to adapt and go their own way - with or without scarf.  

4) The ban on full-body veiling in the public 
• Several EU Member States have banned the full-body veiling and thus the wearing of niqab or burka in the public. In 

2017, the European Court of Human Rights confirmed10 that art. 9 of the European Convention on Human Rights, 
which defines less generous limits of the freedom of religion than art. 4(1, 2) BL, allows such bans. 

• In Gemany, with regard to the general principle of equality (art. 3(1) BL), a possible ban needs to prohibit not only the 
veiling for religious but also for non-religious reasons (masks, ski masks, aninmal costumes, helmets with visors etc.), 
unless there are objective reasons for a different regulation (e.g. for the use of motorcycle helmets while driving).  

• The fundamental right of freedom of religion allows a ban on full-body veiling if it is necessary for the protection of 
other constitutional values, which have priority in the given context (e.g. the functioning of schools, universities and 
authorities as public institutions, the integrity of court hearings, traffic safety and controllability). Often, this may be the 
case because the citizen must be identifiable (also by remote monitoring), an open communication with a clear view on 
the face of the partner is required (important for the assessment of the person's credibility) or the person must be physi-

 
6 English translation at www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/entscheidungen/rs20030924_2bvr143602en.html. 
7 English translation at www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/EN/2015/01/rs20150127_1bvr047110en.html. 
8 BVerfGE 108, 282 (315 ff.). 
9 BVerfGE 138, 296 (359 ff.). 
10 ECHR, Decision of 11.07.2017, 37798/13, Belcacemi and Oussar v. Belgium. 

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv108282.html
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv138296.html
https://www.dw.com/en/germany-bavarian-court-upholds-headscarf-ban-for-judges-prosecutors/a-47960676
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-13038095
https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/app/conversion/pdf?library=ECHR&id=003-5788361-7361157&filename=Judgment%20Belcacemi%20and%20Oussar%20v.%20Belgium%20-%20ban%20on%20wearing%20face%20covering%20in%20public%20areas%20%28Law%20of%201%20June%202011%29.pdf
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/search-on-treaties/-/conventions/rms/0900001680063765
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/entscheidungen/rs20030924_2bvr143602en.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/EN/2015/01/rs20150127_1bvr047110en.html
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cally agile. The protection of the "cultural identity" of Germany cannot justify the ban since under the Basic Law, which 
is committed to pluralism, the national "cultural identity" is is not a constitutional value.  

• In general, the protection of public security can justify the ban on full-body veiling because the ban is necessary for the 
fight against crime and the defence against terrorism (for identifying delinquents, e.g. by video surveillance, averting 
the camouflage of terrorists, preventing explosive belts underneath clothing etc.). Indeed, many criminals such as bank 
robbers and burglars use veiling as a method to avoid identification and therefore a general ban would be useful. In the 
end, such a ban is largely at the discretion of the legislator. 

( D a t e i :  F r e e d o m  o f  r e l i g i o n  ( F R G e r m a n y ) )  
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